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DISTORTION OF SURFACES IN 3–MANIFOLDS
HOANG THANH NGUYEN
Abstract. Let g : S # N be a properly immersed pi1–injective surface
in a non-geometric 3–manifold N . We compute the distortion of pi1(S) in
pi1(N) and show that how it is related to separability of pi1(S) in pi1(N).
The only possibility of the distortion is linear, quadratic, exponential,
and double exponential.
1. Introduction
In geometric group theory, the distortion of a finitely generated subgroup
H in a finitely generated subgroup G is a classical notion. Let S and A
be finite generating sets of G and H respectively. The subgroup H itself
admits a word length metric, but it also inherits an induced metric from the
group G. The distortion of H in G compares these metrics on H, in other
words, we would like to know how the inclusion H ↪→ G preserves geometric
properties of H. More precisely, the distortion of H in G is the function
∆GH(n) = max
{ |h|A ∣∣ h ∈ H and |h|S ≤ n}
Up to a natural equivalence, the function ∆GH does not depend on the choice
of finite generating sets S and A.
This paper is devoted to understanding the large scale geometry of im-
mersed surfaces in 3–manifolds by using distortion of the fundamental group.
In fact, the purpose is to address the following problem:
Problem 1.1. Let S # N be a properly immersed pi1–injective surface in
a 3–manifold N . What is the distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N)? How does it
relate to algebraic properties of pi1(S) ≤ pi1(N), topological properties of
the immersion and geometries of components in the JSJ decomposition?
Dani Wise observed that Problem 1.1 is important in the study of cubu-
lations of 3–manifold groups. The goal of cubulation is to find a suitable
collection of immersed surfaces and then study the action of the fundamental
group of the 3–manifold on the CAT(0) cube complex dual to the collection
of immersed surfaces. Whenever the fundamental group acts properly and
cocompactly, surfaces must be undistorted.
A compact, orientable, irreducible 3–manifold N with empty or toroidal
boundary is geometric if its interior admits a geometric structure in the sense
of Thurston. The answer to Problem 1.1 is relatively well-understood in the
geometric case. By Hass [Has87], if N is a Seifert fibered space then up to
homotopy, the surface S is either vertical (i.e, union of fibers) or horizontal
(i.e, tranverses to fibers). In this case, pi1(S) is undistorted in pi1(N). If N is
a hyperbolic 3–manifold, then by Bonahon-Thurston the distortion is linear
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DISTORTION OF SURFACES IN 3–MANIFOLDS 2
when the surface is geometrically finite and the distortion is exponential
when the surface is geometrically infinite.
By Geometrization Theorem, a non-geometric 3–manifold can be cut into
hyperbolic and Seifert fibered “blocks” along a JSJ decomposition. It is
called a graph manifold if all the blocks are Seifert fibered, otherwise it is a
mixed manifold.
An immersed surface S in a non-geometric manifold N is called properly
immersed if the preimage of ∂N under the immersion is ∂S. Roughly speak-
ing, if the surface S is properly immersed pi1–injective in the non-geometric
manifold N then up to homotopy, the JSJ decomposition in the manifold
into blocks induces a decomposition on the surface into “pieces”. Each piece
is carried in either a hyperbolic or Seifert fibered block. A piece in a Seifert
fibered block is either vertical or horizontal, and a piece in a hyperbolic
block is either geometrically finite or geometrically infinite. Yi Liu [Liu17]
and Hongbin Sun [Sun] show that all information about virtual embedding
can be obtained by examining the almost fiber part Φ(S), that is, the union
of horizontal and geometrically infinite pieces. We remark that virtual em-
bedding is equivalent to subgroup separability [Sco78], [PW14] (a subgroup
H ≤ G is called separable if for any g ∈ G − H there exists a finite index
subgroup K ≤ G such that H ≤ K and g /∈ K).
The following theorem is the main theorem in this paper which give a
complete answer to Problem 1.1. The theorem states for “clean surfaces”
which we discuss below, but we emphasize here that up to homotopy every
properly immersed surface is also a clean surface.
Theorem 1.2 (Distortion of surfaces in non-geometric 3–manifolds). Let
g : S # N be a clean surface in a non-geometric 3–manifold N . Suppose
that all Seifert fibered blocks of N is non-elementary. Let ∆ be the distortion
of pi1(S) in pi1(N).
(1) If there is a component S′ of the almost fiber Φ(S) such that S′
contains a geometrically infinite piece and pi1(S
′) is non-separable in
pi1(N) then ∆ is double exponential.
(2) Assume none of the above, if there is a component S′ of the almost
fiber Φ(S) such that S′ contains a geometrically infinite piece then
∆ is exponential.
(3) Assume none of the above, if there is a component of the almost fiber
Φ(S) contaning two adjacent pieces then ∆ is exponential if pi1(S)
is non-seprarable in pi1(N) and ∆ is quadratic if pi1(S) is separable
in pi1(N).
(4) Otherwise, ∆ is linear.
We note that Theorem 1.2 generalizes the main theorem of Hruska-Nguyen
in [HN]. In the setting of a properly immersed surface in a graph manifold,
Hruska and the author ([HN]) show that when the surface is an almost fiber,
i.e, horizontal, its distortion is always nontrivial. The distortion is quadratic
if the fundamental group of the surface is separable in the fundamental group
of the manifold and the distortion is exponential otherwise.
For the definition of nonelementary Seifert fibered space, we refer the
reader to Section 3. We note that the properly immersed condition of a
surface is not general enough for the purpose of this paper since the almost
fiber part Φ(S) is no longer a properly immersed surface in the 3–manifold
(in fact, it is typical that a boundary circle of the almost fiber part is mapped
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into a JSJ torus of N). We thus introduce the notion of clean surfaces
which generalizes the notion of properly immersed surfaces by allowing some
boundary circles to be mapped into JSJ tori (see Definition 3.8). Clean
surfaces are general enough for the purpose of computing distortion in this
paper (as the almost fiber part of a clean surface is again a clean surface
and a properly immersed pi1–injective surface is also a clean surface).
We prove Theorem 1.2 by using the following strategy. We prove that the
distortion of a clean surface S in a non-geometric 3–manifold N depends
only on the almost fiber part Φ(S) (see Theorem 1.3) and then we compute
the distortion of components of the almost fiber part Φ(S) in the manifold
N (see Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.4).
Theorem 1.3. Let g : S # N be a clean a non-geometric 3–manifold N .
We assume that N is either mixed manifold or graph manifold and also
assume that every Seifert fibered block in N is nonelementary. For each
component Si of Φ(S), let δSi be the distortion of pi1(Si) in pi1(N). Then
the distortion of H = pi1(S) in G = pi1(N) satisfies
f  ∆GH  f
where
f(n) := max
{
δSi(n)
∣∣ Si is a component of Φ(S)}
and f is the superadditive closure of f .
For the definition of superadditive closure function, we refer the reader
to Section 2. We remark that a similar result was proved by Hruska for
relatively hyperbolic groups (see Theorem 1.4 in [Hru10]), but the conclusion
here is stronger because in many cases pi1(S) and pi1(N) don’t satisfy the
hypothesis in Theorem 1.4 [Hru10].
In [RW98], Rubinstein-Wang introduce a combinatorial invariant called
“spirality” and show that it is the obstruction to separability for horizon-
tal surfaces in graph manifolds. Recently, Liu [Liu17] generalizes the work
of Rubinstein–Wang to closed surfaces in closed non-geometric 3–manifolds
and Sun [Sun] generalizes the work of Liu to arbitrary finitely generated
subgroups in arbitrary non-geometric 3–manifolds. In the setting of a clean
almost fiber surface in a graph manifold, the following theorem follows im-
mediately from the work of Hruska–Nguyen [HN] and the theorems of Liu
[Liu17] and Sun [Sun].
Theorem 1.4. Let S # N be a clean almost fiber surface (i.e, Φ(S) = S)
in a graph manifold N . We assume that all Seifert fibered blocks of N is
non-elementary. Let ∆ be the distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N). Then
(1) ∆ is linear if each component of the almost fiber part contains only
one horizontal piece.
(2) Otherwise, ∆ is quadratic if pi1(S) is separable in pi1(N), and expo-
nential if pi1(S) is non-separable in pi1(N).
To give a complete proof to Theorem 1.2, it remains to compute the dis-
tortion of a clean almost fiber surface in a mixed manifold (see Theorem 1.5).
This computation is one of the main components of this paper. We note
that a fibered 3–manifold can be expressed as a mapping torus for a diffeo-
morphism of the fiber surface. The strategy in the proof of Theorem 1.5
is inspired from Hruska-Nguyen [HN]. However the techniques are different
because unlike the setting of a Seifert block where the diffeomorphism of the
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fiber surface is trivial and the distortion of the fiber surface in the Seifert
block is linear, the diffeomorphism of the fiber surface in a hyperbolic block
is pseudo-Anosov and the distortion of the fiber surface in the hyperbolic
block is exponential. In addition, the generalized definition of spirality by
Liu and Sun in a mixed manifold is more elaborate. We use the generaliza-
tion of Liu and Sun to compute the distortion and show that the distortion
is determined by separability of the surface subgroup.
Theorem 1.5. Let S # N be a clean almost fiber surface (i.e, Φ(S) = S) in
a mixed manifold N . We assume that all Seifert fibered blocks of N is non-
elementary. Suppose that S contains at least one geometrically infinite piece.
Then the distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N) is exponential if pi1(S) is separable in
pi1(N), and double exponential if pi1(S) is non-separable in pi1(N).
As mentioned above, the strategy for constructing an action of pi1(N) on
a CAT(0) cube complex is to find a suitable collection of immersed surfaces
and then consider the CAT(0) cube complex dual to this collection of sur-
faces. According to Hagen–Przytycki [HP15] and Tidmore [Tid] the funda-
mental groups of chargeless graph manifolds and chargeless mixed manifolds
act cocompactly on CAT(0) cube complexes. The cubulations constructed
by them are each dual to a collection of immersed surfaces, none of which
contains a geometrically infinite piece or two adjacent horizontal pieces. It
is clear from the corollary below that the cocompact cubulations of Hagen–
Przytycki and Tidmore are canonical. For the purpose of obtaining a proper,
cocompact cubulation, all surface subgroups must be of the type used by
Hagen–Przytycki and Tidmore.
Corollary 1.6. Let G be the fundamental group of a non-geometric 3–
manifold. Let {H1, H2, . . . ,Hk} be a collection of codimension–1 subgroups
of G. Let X be the corresponding dual CAT(0) cube complex. If at least one
Hi is the fundamental group of a surface containing two adjacent horizontal
pieces or a geometrically infinite piece, then the action of G on X is not
proper and cocompact.
1.1. Overview. In Section 2 we review some concepts in geometric group
theory. Section 3 is a review background about 3–manifolds and introduced
the notion of clean surface. In Section 4, we give the proof of Theorem 1.3.
The proof of Theorem 1.5 is given in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss
about Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.2 by combining previous results.
1.2. Acknowledgements. I would like to thank my adviser Chris Hruska
for all his help and advice throughout this paper. I would also like to
thank Yi Liu, Hongbin Sun, Dan Margalit, Prayagdeep Parija, and Daniel
Gulbrandsen for helpful conversations.
2. preliminaries
In this section, we review some concepts in geometric group theory.
Let (X, d) be a metric space, and γ a path in X. We denote the length
of γ by |γ|.
Definition 2.1. Let F be the collection of all functions from positive reals
to positive reals. Let f and g be arbitrary elements of F . The function f is
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dominated by a function g, denoted by f  g, if there are positive constants
A, B, C, D and E such that
f(x) ≤ Ag(Bx+ C) +Dx+ E for all x.
Functions f and g are equivalent, denoted f ∼ g, if f  g and g  f .
Remark 2.2. The relation  is an equivalence relation on the set F . Let
f and g be two polynomial functions with degree at least 1 in F then it is
not hard to show that they are equivalent if and only if they have the same
degree. Moreover, all exponential functions of the form abx+c, where a > 1,
b > 0 are equivalent.
Definition 2.3 (Subgroup distortion). Let H ≤ G be a pair of finitely
generated groups, and let S and A be finite generating sets of G and H
respectively. The distortion of H in G is the function
∆GH(n) = max
{ |h|A ∣∣ h ∈ H and |h|S ≤ n}
Up to equivalence, the function ∆GH does not depend on the choice of finite
generating sets S and A.
It is well known that a group acting properly, cocompactly, and isomet-
rically on a geodesic space is quasi-isometric to the space. The following
corollary of this fact allows us to compute distortion using the geometries
of spaces in place of word metrics.
Corollary 2.4. Let X and Y be compact geodesic spaces, and let g : (Y, y0)→
(X,x0) be pi1–injective. We lift the metrics on X and Y to geodesic met-
rics on the universal covers X˜ and Y˜ respectively. Let G = pi1(X,x0) and
H = g∗
(
pi1(Y, y0)
)
. Then the distortion ∆GH is equivalent to the function
f(n) = max
{
dY˜ (y˜0, h(y˜0))
∣∣ h ∈ H and dX˜(x˜0, h(x˜0)) ≤ n}.
The following propositions is routine, and we leave the proof as an exercise
for the reader.
Proposition 2.5. Let K ′,K and G′ be finitely generated subgroups of a
finitely generated group G such that K ′ ≤ G′ and K ′ ≤ K. Suppose that K ′
is undistorted in K and G′ is undistorted in G Then ∆G′K′  ∆GK .
Proposition 2.6. Let G, H, K be finitely generated groups with K ≤ H ≤
G.
(1) If H is a finite index subgroup of G then ∆HK ∼ ∆GK .
(2) If K is a finite index subgroup of H then ∆GK ∼ ∆GH . 
Lemma 2.7 (Proposition 9.4 [Hru10]). Let G be a finitely generated group
with a word length metric d. Suppose H and K are subgroups of G. For
each constant r there is a constant r′ = r′(G, d,H,K) so that in the metric
space (G, d) we have
Nr(H) ∩Nr(K) ⊂ Nr′(H ∩K)
Definition 2.8. A function f : N→ N is superadditive if
f(a+ b) ≥ f(a) + f(b) for all a, b ∈ N
The superadditive closure of a function f : N→ N is the function defined by
the formula
f(n) = max
{
f(n1) + · · ·+ f(n`)
∣∣ ` ≥ 1 and n1 + · · ·+ n` = n}
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Remark 2.9. The following facts are easy to verify. We leave it as an
exercise to the reader.
(1) Suppose that fi ∼ gi with i = 1, . . . , `. Let f(n) = max
{
fi(n)
∣∣
i = 1, . . . , `
}
and g(n) = max
{
gi(n)
∣∣ i = 1, . . . , `}. Then f ∼ g.
(2) If f and g are superadditive and f ∼ g then f ∼ g.
3. Surfaces in non-geometric 3–manifolds
In this section, we review backgrounds of surfaces in 3-manifolds. Through-
out this paper, a 3–manifold is alway assumed to be compact, connected,
orientable, irreducible with empty or toroidal boundary. A surface is always
compact, connected and orientable and not a 2–sphere S2.
Definition 3.1. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3–manifold
with empty or toroidal boundary. The 3–manifold M is geometric if its
interior admits a geometric structure in the sense of Thurston which are
3–sphere, Euclidean 3–space, hyperbolic 3-space, S2×R, H2×R, S˜L(2,R),
Nil and Sol. Otherwise, M is called non-geometric. By Geometrization
Theorem, a non-geometric 3–manifold can be cut into hyperbolic and Seifert
fibered “blocks” along a JSJ decomposition. It is called a graph manifold if
all the blocks are Seifert fibered, otherwise it is a mixed manifold. A Seifert
fibered space is called nonelementary if it is a circle bundle over a hyperbolic
2–orbifold.
A non-geometric 3–manifold M always has a double cover in which all
Seifert fibered blocks are nonelementary. In this section, we will always
assume that all Seifert fibered blocks in a non-geometric 3–manifold are
nonelementary.
Definition 3.2. Let M be a Seifert fibered space, and S #M is a properly
immersed pi1–injective surface. The surface S is called horizontal if it inter-
sects transversely to the Seifert fibers, vertical if it is a union of the Seifert
fibers.
Definition 3.3. Let g : S #M be a properly immersed pi1–injective surface
in a hyperbolic 3–manifold M . The surface S is called geometrically finite
if pi1(S) is undistorted subgroup of pi1(M), geometrically infinite if S is not
a geometrically finite surface.
Definition 3.4. A properly immersed pi1–injective surface g : S # M is
called virtual fiber if after applying a homotopy relative to boundary, g can
be lifted to some finite cover MS of M that fibers over the circle such that
g lifts to a fiber. In fact, MS is the mapping torus
MS =
S × [0, 1]
(x, 0) ∼ (φ(x), 1)
for some homeomorphism φ of S.
Remark 3.5. Horizontal surfaces in Seifert fibered spaces and geometrically
infinite surfaces in hyperbolic manifolds are all virtual fiber. In particular, if
g : S #M is a horizontal surface in a nonelementary Seifert fibered space M
then we may choose φ as the identity map of S (see Lemma 2.1 [RW98]). By
Subgroup Tameness Theorem (see Theorem 4.1 [AFW15]), if g : S # M is
geometrically infinite surface in a hyperbolic manifoldM then we may choose
φ as a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism of S stabilizing each component of
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∂S, fixing periodic points on ∂S. In addition, the finite cover map MS →M
takes S × {0} to the image g(S), and g lifts to an embedding g′ : S ↪→ MS
(up to homotopy) where g′(S) is the surface fiber S × {0} in MS .
Definition 3.6. A properly immersed surface g : (B, ∂B) # (M,∂M) is
called essential if it is not homotopic (relative to ∂B) to a map B → ∂M
and the induced homomorphism g∗ : pi1(B) → pi1(M) is injective. We call
a loop in the surface S is essential curve if it neither nullhomotopic or
homotopic into the boundary of S.
Remark 3.7. The distortion of a horizontal surface subgroup in a Seifert
fibered space group is linear (see [HN]) and the distortion of a geometrically
infinite surface subgroup in a hyperbolic manifold group is exponential (by
Subgroup Tameness Theorem).
Definition 3.8 (Clean Surface). Let N be a non-geometric 3–manifold, and
T the union of JSJ tori. Let S be a compact, orientable, connected surface.
Let g : S # N be an immersion such that S and T intersects transversely.
The immersion is called clean surface in N if the following holds.
(1) g(∂S) ⊂ T ∪ ∂N
(2) g(S − ∂S) ∩ ∂N = ∅
(3) S intersects the JSJ tori of N in a minimal finite collection of disjoint
essential curves of S.
(4) The complementary components of the union of curves in Tg are
essential subsurfaces (in the sense of Definition 3.6) of S, called pieces
of S. Each piece of S is mapped into either a hyperbolic block or
Seifert fibered block of N . Each piece of S in a hyberbolic block is
either geometrically finite or geometrically infinite. Each piece of S
in a Seifert fibered block is either horizontal or vertical.
(5) Let N ′ → N be the covering space corresponding to the subgroup
pi1(S) of pi1(N). The immersion g lifts to an embedding S → N ′.
Definition 3.9. The almost fiber part Φ(S) of S is the union of all the
horizontal or geometrically infinite pieces mapped into Seifert fibered or
hyperbolic blocks of N respectively. The surface S is called almost fiber if
Φ(S) = S.
Remark 3.10. (1) Any properly immersed pi1–injective surface g : S #
N with S compact, orientable, connected and not homeomorphic to
S2 is homotopic to a clean surface.
(2) Each component of the almost fiber part of a clean surface is a clean
almost fiber surface.
Rubinstein-Wang [RW98] introduces a combinatorial invariant to char-
acterize the virtual embedding of a horizontal surface S in graph manifold
N (i.e, after applying a homotopy, the immersion lifts to an embedding of
S in some finite cover of N .). In [Liu17], Liu generalizes the invariant of
Rubinstein-Wang, which he calls spirality, to surfaces in closed 3–manifold
N , and proves that spirality is the obstruction to the surface being virtu-
ally embedded. Recently, Sun [Sun] generalizes Liu’s work to separability of
arbitrary finitely generated subgroup in non-geometric 3–manifolds.
Definition 3.11 (Spirality). Let g : S # N be a clean surface in a non-
geometric 3–manifold N . With respect to Tg, let Γ(Φ(Tg)) be the dual
graph of Φ(S). For each vertex v of Γ(Φ(Tg)), let Bv be the piece of S
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corresponding to the vertex v, and let Mv be the block of N such that Bv
is mapped into Mv. We choose a mapping torus
MBv =
Bv × [0, 1]
(x, 0) ∼ (φv(x), 1)
as in Remark 3.5. For each directed edge e in Γ(Φ(Tg)) with v as its initial
vertex. Let ce be the circle boundary of Bv corresponding to e. Let Te be
the boundary torus of Mv containing ce. Let T
′
e be the boundary torus of
MBv containing ce. We associate to ce a nonzero integer he = [T
′
e : Te] where
[− : −] denotes the covering degree. Let
ξe = he
/
h−e
There is a natural homomorphism w : H1(Φ(S);Z)→ Q× defined as follows.
For any directed 1–cycle γ in Φ(S) dual to a cycle of directed edges e1, . . . , en
in Γ(Φ(Tg)), the spirality of γ is the number
w(γ) =
n∏
i=1
ξei
We say the spirality of S is trivial if w is a trivial homomorphism. The
governor of g with respect to the chosen mapping torus MBv is the maximum
of values ξe with e varies all directed edges in the graph Γ(Φ(Tg)).
Remark 3.12. (1) It is shown by Yi Liu in [Liu17] that the homo-
morphism w does not depend on the choice of mapping torus MBv .
Moreover, Yi Liu shows that if N is a closed manifold, and S is a
closed surface then pi1(S) is separable in pi1(N) if and only if the spi-
rality of S is trivial (see Theorem 1.1 [Liu17]). Recent work of Sun
(see Theorem 1.3 in [Sun]) allows us to say that fundamental group
of a clean surface S in a non-geometric 3–manifold N is separable if
and only if the spirality of S is trivial.
(2) When N is a graph manifold and S is horizontal, properly immersed
then the notion spirality in Definition 3.11 was previously studied
by Rubinstein-Wang [RW98].
The proof of the following proposition is essentially the same as Proposi-
tion 4.15 in [HN].
Proposition 3.13. For each γ ⊂ Φ(S) as in Definition 3.11, we define
Λγ = max
{ k∏
i=j
ξei
∣∣ 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n}
If the spirality of S is trivial, then there exists a positive constant Λ such
that Λγ ≤ Λ for all all directed 1–cycle γ in Φ(S).
Definition 3.14. Let F be a compact, orientable connected surface with
non-empty boundary and χ(F ) < 0. Let ϕ : F → F be a preserving ori-
entation homeomorphism fixing ∂F setwise. Let MF = F × [0, 1]
/
(x, 0) ∼
(ϕ(x), 1). Projection of F × [0, 1] onto the second factor induces a map
σ : MF → S1 which is a fibration with fiber F . The foliation of F × [0, 1]
by intervals has image in MF a one-dimensional foliation which we denote
by L called the suspension flow on MF .
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Definition 3.15 (Degeneracy slope). If the map ϕ in Definition 3.14 fixes
periodic points on ∂F then on each boundary component of MF , there
exists a closed leaf (of the suspension flow), and different closed leaves are
parallel to each other. We will call any such leaf a degeneracy slope. Each
boundary component c of F is mapped into a boundary torus of MF , we fix
a degeneracy slope on this torus, and denoted it by scF .
Let f : B×R→ B×R be the homeomorphism given by f(x, t) = (φ(x), t+
1
)
. We denote 〈f〉 be the infinite cylic group generating by f and MˆB =
B × R. We note that the quotient space B × R/〈f〉 is the mapping torus
MB. Let the triple
(
MˆB, θ
1, θ2
)
be the pullback bundle of the fibration
σ : MB → S1 by the infinite cyclic covering map R → S1 where θ2 : B ×
R → R be the projection on the second factor and θ1 is the quotient map
B ×R→ B ×R/〈f〉. The universal cover M˜F is identified with F˜ ×R. For
each integer n, the subspace F˜ × {n} of M˜F = F˜ ×R is called a slice of M˜ .
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.16. Let MF be the mapping torus of a preserving-orientation
homeomorphism ϕ of a compact orientable connected surface F with nonempty
boundary and χ(F ) < 0. We assume that ϕ fixes ∂F setwise and ϕ fixes
periodic points on ∂F . Let equip MF with a length metric, and let d be the
metric on M˜F induced from the metric on MF . There are positive constants
L and C such that for any x in the slice F˜ ×{n} and y in the slice F˜ ×{m}
then
|m− n| ≤ Ld(x, y) + C
Proof. Let x0 be a point on a boundary circle of ∂F and x˜0 be a lift of
x0 in M˜F . We fix generating sets A and B of pi1(F, x0) and pi1(MF , x0)
respectively. We remark that there is a positive constant  > 0 such that
for any integer k and for any z in the slice F˜ ×{k} of M˜F , there exists z′ in
the slice F˜ × {k} such that z′ is a lift of the base point x0 and d(z, z′) ≤ .
Choose x′ in the slice F˜ ×{n} and y′ in the slice F˜ ×{m} so that x′ and y′
are lifts of x0 with d(x, x
′) ≤  and d(y, y′) ≤ .
Let σ : MF → S1 be the projection of the bundle MF . It follows that we
have the short exact sequence:
1→ pi1(F, x0)→ pi1(MF , x0)→ Z→ 1
Since σ∗ is a homomorphism, it is easy to see that there exists L′ > 0 such
that
|σ∗(g)− σ∗(g′)| ≤ L′ |g − g′|B
for all g, g′ ∈ pi1(MF , x0).
Since pi1(MF , x0) acts geometrically on M˜F , it follows that there exist
constants A ≥ 1 and B ≥ 0 such that
|g − g′|B ≤ Ad(g(x˜0), g′(x˜0)) +B
for all g, g′ ∈ pi1(MF , x0). It follows that |m− n| ≤ L′Ad(x′, y′)+L′B since
x′ and y′ are lifts of x0. Since d(x′, y′) ≤ d(x, y) + 2, it follows that
|m− n| ≤ Ld(x, y) + C
where L = L′A and C = L′B + 2L′A. 
The following lemma can be seen in the proof of Theorem 11.9 in [FLP12].
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Lemma 3.17. Let B be a surface with nonempty boundary with χ(B) < 0.
Let ϕ : B → B be a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism fixing the boundary ∂B
setwise. Let α be a geodesic such that α(0) and α(1) belong to a boundary
circle of B and α is not homotoped to a boundary circle. For any n ∈ N,
let γn be a lift of ϕ
n(α) in the universal cover B˜, and let βn be the shortest
path in B˜ joining two boundary lines containing the endpoints of γn. Then
(1) lim sup
n→∞
ln
(∣∣γn∣∣B˜)/n = λ > 1
(2) lim sup
n→∞
ln d
(
βn(0), γn(0)
)/
n = 0 and lim sup
n→∞
ln d
(
βn(1), γn(1)
)/
n =
0.
3.1. Metrics on non-geometric 3–manifolds. Since we compute the dis-
tortion of a surface subgroup in non-geometric 3–manifold group by using
geometry of their universal covers (see Corollary 2.4), we need to discuss
about metrics on non-geometric 3–manifolds we are going to use. We note
that choice of length metrics does not affect on the distortion, so we will
chose a convenient metric here.
Metrics on mixed 3–manifolds: In the rest of this paper, if we are
working on the setting of mixed manifolds, the following metric is the metric
we will talk about. If N is a mixed manifold, it is shown by Leeb [Lee95]
that N admits a smooth Riemannian metric d of nonpositive sectional cur-
vature with totally geodesic boundary such that T is totally geodesic and
the sectional curvature is strictly negative on each hyperbolic component of
N − T .
Metrics on simple graph manifolds: A simple graph manifold N is
a graph manifold with the following properties: Each Seifert component is
a trivial circle bundle over an orientable surface of genus at least 2. The
intersection numbers of fibers of adjacent Seifert components have absolute
value 1. It was shown by Kapovich and Leeb that any graph manifold N
has a finite cover Nˆ that is a simple graph manifold [KL98].
In the rest of this paper, if we are working on the setting of simple graph
manifolds, the following metric (described by Kapovich–Leeb [KL98]) will
be the metric we will talk about. If N is a simple graph manifold, on each
Seifert fibered block Mi = Fi × S1 we choose a hyperbolic metric on Fi and
then equip Mi with the product metric di. There is a length metric d on
N with the following properties. There is K > 0 such that for each Seifert
fibered block Mi, we have
1
K
di(x, y) ≤ d(x, y) ≤ Kdi(x, y)
for all x and y in Mi.
Remark 3.18. There exists a positive lower bound ρ for the distance be-
tween any two distinct JSJ planes in N˜ .
4. Distortion of surfaces is determined by the almost fiber
part
The goal in this section is to show that the distortion of the fundamental
group of a surface S in the fundamental group of a non-geometric 3–manifold
N can be determined by looking at the distortion the almost fiber part Φ(S).
Theorem 4.1. Let g : S # N be a clean surface in a non-geometric 3–
manifold N . We assume that N is either mixed manifold or graph manifold
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and also assume that every Seifert fibered block in N is nonelementary. For
each component Si of Φ(S), let δSi be the distortion of pi1(Si) in pi1(N).
Then the distortion of H = pi1(S) in G = pi1(N) satisfies
f  ∆GH  f
where
f(n) := max
{
δSi(n)
∣∣ Si is a component of Φ(S)}
and f is the superadditive closure of f .
Remark 4.2. The definition of f depends on choices of generating sets for
pi1(N) and each pi1(Si). In general it is unknown whether f ∼ f for an
arbitrary distortion function f . But in Section 5 we will see this is true
because each function δSi is either linear, quadratic, exponential or double
exponential.
We use the convention that f(n) = 0 if Φ(S) = ∅. Note that the zero
function is equivalent to a linear function by Definition 2.1. Therefore we
obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let g : S # N be a clean surface in a non-geometric 3–
manifold N . We assume that N is either mixed manifold or graph manifold
and also assume that every Seifert fibered block in N is non-elementary. If
the almost fiber part Φ(S) is empty then the distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N) is
linear.
Regarding to Theorem 4.1, the proof f  ∆GH is not hard to see, mean-
while the proof ∆GH  f requires more work. We sketch here the idea of
the proof of the upper bound case. We fix a lifted point s˜0 in S˜, and let
h ∈ pi1(S, s0) such that the distance of s˜0 and h(s˜0) in N˜ is less than n. We
will construct a path γ′ in N˜ connecting s˜0 to h(s˜0) such that |γ′| is bounded
above by a linear function in term of n. We then construct a path β in S˜
connecting s˜0 to h(s˜0) such that β stays close to γ
′ every time they travel in
the same block containing a piece which is either vertical or geometrically
finite (see Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.6).
Lemma 4.4. Let M be a Seifert fibered space with negative orbifold Euler
characteristic on the base surface F . Let g : (S, s0) # (M,x0) be an essen-
tial, vertical surface. We equip M with a length metric and lift this metric
to the metric d in the universal covers M˜ . Then there exists a constant R
such that the following holds. Let P and P ′ be two distinct boundary planes
in M˜ such that P ∩ S˜ 6= ∅ and P ′ ∩ S˜ 6= ∅. Let x and y be points in P
and P ′ respectively. Then there exists a path α in M˜ connecting x to y, and
a path β in S˜ connecting a point in P ∩ S˜ to a point in P ′ ∩ S˜ such that
β ⊂ NR(α) and |α| ≤ Rd(x, y).
Proof. Since S is orientable and verical, it follows that S is an annulus.
Since the base surface F has negative orbifold Euler characteristic, there
is a finite cover p : (M ′, x′0) → (M,x0) such that the Seifert fibered space
M ′ is F ′ × S1 where F ′ is the base surface for the fibration of M ′, and F ′
is a hyperbolic surface (see Lemma 5.1 [Neu97]). Let g′ : S′ → M ′ be the
elevation of g with respect to p. We note that S′ is an annulus since S′ is
a finite cover of S. The map g′ is also a vertical map and the image g′(S′)
in M ′ is γ × S1 where γ is a proper arc in the base surface F ′ of M ′ (i.e, γ
could not be homotoped to a path in a boundary circle).
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We fix a hyperbolic metric dF ′ on F
′ such that the boundary is totally
geodesic. We lift the metric dF ′ to the metric dF˜ ′ in the universal cover F˜
′
of F ′. We equip M˜ = F˜ ′ × R with the product metric d′. We note that the
identity map (M˜, d)→ (M˜, d′) is a (K,C)–quasi-isometric for some constant
K and C. In M˜ , we note that S˜ is γ˜ × R where γ˜ is a path lift of γ in F˜ ′.
It is easy to see that there exists a constant L depending on the length of
γ with respect to the metric d′ such that the following holds. Let P and P ′
be two distinct boundary planes in M˜ such that P ∩ S˜ 6= ∅ and P ′∩ S˜ 6= ∅.
Let x and y be points in P and P ′ respectively. Let α′ be a geodesic in
(M˜, d′) connecting x to y. Then there exists a path β′ in S˜ connecting a
point in P ∩ S˜ to a point in P ′ ∩ S˜ such that β′ ⊂ N ′L(α′) where N ′L(α′)
is the L–neigborhood of α with respect to (M˜, d′).
Let u and v be points in α′ such that d′
(
β′(0), u
) ≤ L and d′(β′(1), v) ≤ L.
Let α1 be a geodesic in (M˜, d) connecting x to u. Let α2 be a geodesic in
(M˜, d) connecting u to v, and α3 a geodesic in (M˜, d) connecting v to y.
Let α be the concatenation of paths α1, α2, and α3. Let β = β
′. Let ρ be
the constant given by Remark 3.18. It follows that d(x, y) ≤ ρ. By using
the fact (M˜, d) and (M˜, d′) are (K,C)–quasi-isometric, it is easy to verify
that the length of α in (M˜, d) is no more than Rd(x, y) and β ⊂ NR(α) with
R = max{KL+ C,K2 + C(3 +K)/ρ}. 
Lemma 4.5. Let g : (S, s0) # (M,x0) be a essential, geometrically finite
surface in a hyperbolic manifold M with nonempty toroidal boundary such
that ∂S 6= ∅. Let g˜ : (S˜, s˜0) ↪→ (M˜, x˜0) be a lift of g. Then for any distinct
boundary lines ` and `′ of ∂S˜, the images g˜(`) and g˜(`′) lie in different
boundary planes of ∂M˜ .
Proof. Suppose by the way of contradiction that g˜(`) and g˜(`′) are lines in
the same boundary plane T˜ . Since g : (S, s0)# (M,x0) is essential, S could
not be annulus or a disk. Thus, S is a hyperbolic surface. Let dS be a
hyperbolic metric on S such that the boundary is totally geodesic and let
dM be a non-positively curved metric on the manifold with boundary M .
We lift these metrics to metrics dS˜ and dM˜ in the universal covers S˜ and
M˜ respectively. Since g : (S, s0)# (M,x0) is geometrically finite, it follows
that g˜ : (S˜, dS˜) ↪→ (M˜, dM˜ ) is an (L,C)–quasi-isometric embedding for some
constant L and C.
Since g˜ is an embedding, it follows that g˜(`) and g˜(`′) are disjoint lines
in T˜ . We note that, on the one hand the Hausdorff distance of two sets `
and `′ with respect to dS˜–metric is infinite (this follows from Lemma 3.2
in [HN]). On the other hand, the Hausdorff distance of two sets g˜(`) and
g˜(`′) with respect to dM˜–metric is finite. (this follows from the fact that
A = stab(T˜ ) in pi1(M) acts isometrically on T˜ and stab(g˜(`)) and stab(g˜(`
′))
are commensurable in A). This could not happen since g˜ is a quasi-isometric
embedding. 
Lemma 4.6. Let M be a hyperbolic manifold with nonempty toroidal bound-
ary. Let g : (S, s0)# (M,x0) be a essential, geometrically finite surface such
that ∂S 6= ∅. Let equip M with a non-positively curved metric and lift this
metric to the universal cover M˜ denoted by d. Then there exists a constant
R such that the following holds. Let P and P ′ be two distinct boundary
planes in M˜ such that P ∩ S˜ 6= ∅ and P ′ ∩ S˜ 6= ∅. Let x and y be points in
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P and P ′ respectively, and α be a geodesic in M˜ connecting x to y. Then
there is a path β in S˜ connecting a point in P ∩ S˜ to a point in P ′ ∩ S˜ such
that β ⊂ NR(α).
Proof. Let G = pi1(M,x0) and H = pi1(S, s0). Let P be the collection of
fundamental groups of tori boundary of M . Since g : (S, s0)# (M,x0) is a
geometrically finite, it follows that pi1(S, s0) is relatively quasiconvex in the
relatively hyperbolic group (G,P) (see Corollary 1.6 in [Hru10]). Since d is
a complete non-positively curved metric, it follows from Cartan-Hadamard
Theorem that (M˜, d) is a CAT(0) space. It also follows from Corollary 1.6
in [Hru10] that the orbit space pi1(S, s0)(x˜0) is quasiconvex in (M˜, d). It
follows that S˜ is 0–quasiconvex in (M˜, d) for some positive constant 0.
Applying Lemma 2.7 to the surface subgroup and the fundamental group
of each torus boundary, we have the following fact: For any r > 0, there
exists r′ = r′(r) > 0 such that whenever x ∈ Nr(T˜ ) ∩ Nr(S˜) and T˜ is an
arbitrary boundary plane of M˜ with nonempty intersection with S˜, then
x ∈ Nr′(T˜ ∩ S˜).
We note that (M˜, d) is a CAT(0) space with isolated flats. Let 1 be the
positive constant given by Proposition 8 [HK09]. Let [p, q] be a geodesic of
shortest length from P to P ′. Then every geodesic from P to P ′ must come
within a distance 1 of both p and q. It follows that there exists a point x
′
in P and a point y′ in P ′ such that d(x′, p) ≤ 1 and d(y′, q) ≤ 1. Using
quasiconvexity of S˜, there exists a constant 2 depends on 0 and 1 such
that x′ ∈ N2(P )∩N2(S˜) and y′ ∈ N2(P ′)∩N2(S˜). Let r′ = r′(2) be the
constant given in the previous paragraph with respect to 2. It follows that
x′ ∈ Nr′(P ∩S˜) and y′ ∈ Nr′(P ′∩S˜). Thus, d(x′, u) ≤ r′ and d(y′, v) ≤ r′ for
some points u ∈ P ∩ S˜ and v ∈ P ′ ∩ S˜. Using quasiconvexity of S˜, there is a
path β in S˜ connecting u to v such that β ⊂ NR(α) with R = r′+0 +1. 
Let g : S # N be the immersion in the statement of Theorem 4.1.
Definition 4.7. Lift the JSJ decomposition of the manifold N to the univer-
sal cover N˜ , and let TN be the tree dual to this decomposition of N˜ . Lift the
collection Tg to the universal cover S˜. The tree dual to this decomposition
of S˜ will be denoted by TS . The map g˜ induces a map ζ : TS → TN .
Remark 4.8. For each geometrically infinite piece B˜ in S˜, let M˜ be the
block of N˜ such that g˜(B˜) ⊂ M˜ . By Remark 3.5, the immersion B # M
lifts to an embedded (up to homotopy) to a finite cover MB of M which is
fibered over circle with a fiber B. Let LMB be the suspension flow on MB.
We note that B˜ meets every flow line of L˜MB once.
Proposition 4.9. The map ζ is injective.
Proof. A simplicial map between trees is injective if it is locally injective
(see [Sta83]). Suppose by way of contradiction that ζ is not locally injective.
Then there exists three distinct pieces B˜1, B˜2 and B˜3 in S˜ such that B˜1∩B˜2
is a line `1 and B˜2∩ B˜3 is a line `2 and the images g˜(B˜1) and g˜(B˜3) lie in the
same block M˜1 of N˜ . Let M˜2 be the block containing the image g˜(B˜2). We
have g˜(`1) and g˜(`2) are subsets of the JSJ plane T˜ = M˜1 ∩ M˜2. Since the
map g˜ is an embedding, it follows that g˜(`1) and g˜(`2) are disjoint lines in
the plane T˜ . If B˜2 is horizontal, this contradicts to Lemma 6.3 in [HN]. If
B˜2 is geometrically infinite, this contradicts to Remark 4.8. If B˜2 is vertical,
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this contradicts to the fact B2 is essential. If B˜2 is geometrically finite, this
contradicts to Lemma 4.5. 
In the rest of this section, we equip S with a hyperbolic metric dS such
that the boundary (if nonempty) is totally geodesic and the simple closed
curves of Tg are geodesics.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. If N is a graph manifold, then N has a finite cover
which is a simple graph manifold. We elevate S # N into this finite cover.
By Proposition 2.6, it suffices to prove the theorem in this cover. Thus,
without of generality, we can assume that N is a simple graph manifold.
We equip N with the metric given by Subsection 3.1.
We first show that f  ∆GH . Every finitely generated subgroup of a surface
group or free group is undistorted. It follows that for any component Si of
Φ(S) then pi1(Si) is undistorted in pi1(S). It follows from Proposition 2.5 that
δSi is dominated by the distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N). Therefore, f  ∆GH .
We are now going to prove ∆GH  f , which is less trivial. Let h ∈ H such
that d
(
s˜0, h(s˜0)
) ≤ n, we wish to show that dS˜(s˜0, h(s˜0)) is bounded above
by f(n). The theorem is proved by an application of Corollary 2.4. For each
component Si of Φ(S), let δ˜Si be the distortion of S˜i in N˜ . We note that
δ˜Si ∼ δSi . Let
τ(n) := max
{
δ˜Si(n)
∣∣ Si is a component of Φ(S)}
and τ is the superadditive closure of τ . We note that τ ∼ f by Remark 2.9.
We will assume that s˜0 and h(s˜0) belong to distinct pieces of S˜, other-
wise the fact dS˜(s˜0, h(s˜0)) is bounded above by f(n) is trivial. Without of
generality, we assume that s0 belongs to a curve in the collection Tg. Let
Q be the family of lines in S˜ that are lifts of curves of Tg. We note that
there are distinct lines ` and `′ in Q such that s˜0 ∈ ` and h(s˜0) ∈ `′. Let e
and e′ be the non-oriented edges in the tree TS corresponding to the lines
` and `′ respectively. Choose the non backtracking path joining e to e′ in
the tree TS , with ordered vertices v0, v1, . . . , vk−1 where v1 is not a vertex
on the edge e and vk−2 is not a vertex on the edge e′. We denote the pieces
corresponding to the vertices vi by B˜i and the blocks corresponding to the
vertices ζ(vi) by M˜i with i = 0, 1, · · · , k − 1. We note that the blocks M˜i
are distinct because ζ is injective by Proposition 4.9.
For each piece B of S, let M be the block of N such that B is mapped
into M . If B #M is vertical, let RB be the constant given by Lemma 4.4.
If B # M is geometrically finite, we let RB be the constant given by
Lemma 4.6. Since the number of vertical and geometrically finite pieces
of S is finite, we let R be the maximum of the numbers RB chosen above.
By a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [HN], we can find a
path γ connecting s˜0 to h(s˜0) that intersects each plane T˜i = M˜i−1∩M˜i with
i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1 exactly at one point yi and satisfies |γ| ≤ Kd
(
s˜0, h(s˜0)
)
where the constant K depends only on the metric d. Here | · | denotes the
length of a path with respect to the metric d.
If a piece B˜i is either vertical or geometrically finite in the corresponding
block M˜i, we let αi be a path in M˜i connecting yi to yi+1 and βi be a path in
B˜i connecting a point in B˜i∩T˜i to a point in B˜i∩T˜i+1 as given by Lemma 4.4
(when B˜i is vertical) and Lemma 4.6 (when B˜i is geometrically finite).
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βij
βij+1
Figure 1. Each path βij in S˜ lies in a R–neighborhood of
a subpath of γ′. We add a geodesic in the almost fiber part
of S˜ connecting the terminal point βij to the initial point
of βij+1 . These geodesics are actually determine the upper
bound of the distortion.
On the path γ, every time the piece B˜i is either vertical or geometrically
finite, we replace the subpath γ|[yi,yi+1] of γ by αi. We therefore obtain a
new path denoted by γ′ such that
|γ′| ≤ KRd(s˜0, h(s˜0)) ≤ KRn
We now construct a path β in S˜ connecting s˜0 to h(s˜0) which stays close
to γ′ every time they both travel the same a block containing a piece which
is either vertical or geometrically finite (see Figure 1). Let B˜i0 , . . . , B˜it be
the collection of the vertical or geometrically finite pieces where 0 ≤ i0 ≤
· · · ≤ it ≤ k − 1. From the given paths βi0 , . . . , βit , we obtain a path β in
S˜ connecting s˜0 to h(s˜0) by adding a geodesic in S˜ connecting the endpoint
of βij to the initial point of βij+1 where j varies from 0 to t − 1, adding a
geodesic in S˜ connecting s˜0 to the initial point of βi0 , and a geodesic in S˜
connecting the endpoint of βit to h(s˜0).
Let ρ be the constant given by Remark 3.18. We note that k ≤ n/ρ. Thus
we have
t∑
j=0
|βij | ≤ 2Rt+ |γ′| ≤ 2Rk +KRn ≤ 2Rn/ρ+KRn.
We consider the complement of β − ∪tj=0βij , which can be written as a
disjoint union of subpaths σ1, . . . , σm of β with m ≤ k. We note that for
each i = 1, . . . ,m, there exists a subpath γ′i of γ
′ such that
d
(
σi(0), σi(1)
) ≤ 2R+ |γ′i|
and
∑m
i=1|γ′i| ≤ |γ′|.
Let Si the component of Φ(S) where the image of σi under the covering
map belongs to. We have the length of σi in S˜ is no more than δ˜Si
(
2R+|γ′i|
)
.
Thus the sum of the lengths of σi in S˜ is no more than
δ˜S1
(
2R+ |γ′1|
)
+ · · ·+ δ˜Sm
(
2R+ |γ′m|
)
which is less than or equal to τ
(
2Rm +
∑m
i=1|γ′i|
)
. Since
∑m
i=1|γ′i| ≤ |γ′| ≤
KRn and m is bounded above by a linear function in term of n, it follows
that |β|S˜  τ(n). 
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5. Distortion of clean almost fiber surfaces in mixed manifolds
As we have shown in Section 4, distortion of a surface in a non-geometric
3–manifold is determined by the distortion of components of the almost fiber
part of the surface. We note that each component of the almost fiber part
is a clean almost fiber surface. In this section, we compute the distortion of
a clean almost fiber surface S in N . The main theorem is the following.
Theorem 5.1. Let g : (S, s0)# (N, x0) be a clean almost fiber surface in a
mixed manifold N . We assume that all Seifert fibered blocks of N is non-
elementary. Suppose that S contains at least one geometrically infinite piece.
Then the distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N) is exponential if pi1(S) is separable in
pi1(N), and double exponential if pi1(S) is non-separable in pi1(N).
We recall that pi1(S) is separable in pi1(N) if and only if the spirality
of S is trivial (see Remark 3.12). The proof of Theorem 5.1 is divided
into two parts. The proof of the lower bound of the distortion is given in
Subsection 5.2 and the proof of the upper bound of the distortion is given
by Subsection 5.1.
Set up 5.2. We equip N with the metric d as in Subsection 3.1, and equip S
with a hyperbolic metric dS such that the boundary (if nonempty) is totally
geodesic and the simple closed curves of Tg are geodesics.
For each piece B of S, let M be the block of N in which B is mapped into
M . By Remark 3.5, there exists a finite cover MB → M where MB is the
mapping torus of a homeomorphism ϕ of the surface B such that ϕ fixed
periodic points on ∂B. Each boundary component c of B is mapped into a
boundary torus of MB, we fix a degeneracy slope on this torus, and denoted
it by scB. The pullback of the fibration MB → S1 by the infinite cyclic
covering map R→ S1 is B × R (see the paragraph above Lemma 3.16), we
identify the universal cover M˜ with B˜ × R. We also assume that S˜ ∩ M˜ =
B˜ × {0}.
5.1. Upper bound of the distortion. In this subsection, we find the
upper bound of the distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N).
Proposition 5.3. The distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N) is at most double ex-
ponential. Furthermore, if the spirality of S is trivial then the distortion is
at most exponential.
We use the same strategy as in the upper bound section of [HN] (see
Section 6 of [HN]) but techniques are different. We briefly discuss here the
main difference between this current section and Section 6 in [HN]. In the
setting of graph manifold, a JSJ torus T of N receives two Seifert fibers from
the blocks on both sides. In [HN], at any y in T˜ (universally covers T ), we
follow fibers (on both sides) until they meet S˜. Note that these fibers do not
match up. In this current section, it is possible that one block containing T
is Seifert fibered space and other block containing T is hyperbolic block or
both the blocks are hyperbolic, thus we will follow degeneracy slopes instead.
Since degeneracy slopes are defined on mapping torus spaces which are finite
covered blocks, and there are finite boundary torus of these mapping torus
mapped into the same JSJ torus T of N . Thus, at y ∈ T˜ , we need to be
specific on which degeneracy slopes we should follow.
We describe here the outline of the proof of Proposition 5.3. For each
n ∈ N, let h ∈ pi1(S, x0) such that d
(
x˜0, h(x˜0)
) ≤ n. We would like to find
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an upper bound (either exponential or double exponential) of dS˜
(
x˜0, h(x˜0)
)
in terms of n. Choose a path β in N˜ connecting x˜0 to h(x˜0) with |β| ≤ n
such that β passes through a sequence of blocks M˜0, . . . , M˜k, intersecting
the plane T˜j = M˜j−1 ∩ M˜j exactly at one point that is denoted by yj with
j = 1, · · · , k if k ≥ 1, and there exists a piece B˜j of S˜ such that g˜(B˜j) ⊂ M˜j .
Let ρ be the constant given by Remark 3.18. We note that k ≤ n/ρ. Let
cj be the circle in Tg that is universally covered by the line B˜j−1 ∩ B˜j with
j = 1, · · · , k. Let ←−sj = scjBj−1 and −→sj = scjBj be the degeneracy slopes in
the corresponding tori
←−
T ′j and
−→
T ′j of the spaces MBj−1 and MBj respectively
(see Definition 3.15). The distortion function ∆ of S˜ in N˜ does not change
(up to equivalence in Definition 2.1) when we add a linear function in term
of n to ∆. Therefore, to make the argument simpler, using Corollary 2.4 and
modifying g by a homotopy, we may assume that the lifts of the degeneracy
slopes and lines g˜(`) (where ` is a line in Q the family of lines that are lifts
of loops of Tg) are straight lines in the corresponding planes of N˜ . The
line parallels to a lift of the degeneracy slope ←−sj in T˜j passing through yj
intersects g˜(S˜) in a unique point which is denoted by xj . Similarly, the
line parallels to a lift of the degeneracy slope −→sj in T˜j passing through yj
intersect g˜(S˜) in one point which is denoted by zj .
Similarly as in [HN], we show that dS˜
(
x˜0, h(x˜0)
)
is dominated by the sum
en
k∑
j=1
ed(yj ,xj)+d(yj ,zj)
and we analyze the growth of the sequence
d(y1, x1), d(y1, z1), d(y2, x2), . . . ,
d(yj−1, zj−1), d(yj , xj), d(yj , zj), . . . ,
d(yk, xk), d(yk, zk)
An upper bound on d(yj , xj) in terms of d(yj−1, zj−1) will be described in
Lemma 5.5. A relation between d(yj , xj) and d(yj , zj) will be Lemma 5.6.
Remark 5.4. (1) It is possible from the construction above that xj =
zj .
(2) There exist L > 0 such that for each piece B˜ in S˜, we have dS˜(u, v) ≤
eLd(u,v)+L for any two points u and v in B˜.
Let
←−
λj and
−→
λj be the lengths of path lifts of the degeneracy slopes
←−sj and−→sj in N˜ with respect to d–metric.
Lemma 5.5 (Crossing a block). There exists a positive constant L′ such
that the following holds: For any j = 1, · · · , k
d(yj , xj) ≤
←−
λj−−→
λj−1
d(yj−1, zj−1) + L′ d(yj , yj−1)
Proof. We recall that the finite covering space MBj−1 of Mj−1 is fibered over
circle with the fiber Bj−1, and the block M˜j−1 is idetified with B˜j−1 × R.
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On the line
−−→
`j−1, choose a point uj−1 such that uj−1 ∈ B˜j−1 × {n} for
some integer n and d(uj−1, yj−1) ≤ −−→λj−1. It follows that
d(uj−1, zj−1) ≤ d(uj−1, yj−1) + d(yj−1, zj−1)
≤ −−→λj−1 + d(yj−1, zj−1)
(1)
Similarly, on the line
←−`
j , choose a point vj ∈ B˜j−1×{m} for some integer
m and vj such that d(vj , yj) ≤ ←−λj . It follows that
d(uj−1, vj) ≤ d(uj−1, yj−1) + d(yj−1, yj) + d(yj , vj)
≤ −−→λj−1 + d(yj−1, yj) +←−λj
(2)
Let ρ > 0 be the constant given by Remark 3.18. Let L and C be contants
given by Lemma 3.16. We use Lemma 3.16 and the fact ρ ≤ d(uj−1, vj) to
see that
|m− n| ≤ Ld(uj−1, vj) + C
≤ Ld(uj−1, vj) + C
ρ
d(uj−1, vj)
= (L+
C
ρ
)d(uj−1, vj)
(3)
Let Lj =
←−
λj (L+ C/ρ) + 2
←−
λj +
(
(
←−
λj)
2 +
−−→
λj−1
←−
λj
)
(L+ C/ρ).
We use (1), (2), (3) and the facts d(yj , vj) ≤ ←−λj , d(vj , xj) = |m|←−λj ,
d(vj , xj) = |m|←−λj to see that
d(yj , xj) ≤ d(yj , vj) + d(vj , xj) ≤ ←−λj + d(vj , xj) ≤ ←−λj + |m|←−λj
≤ ←−λj + |n|←−λj + |m− n|←−λj
≤ ←−λj +
←−
λj−−→
λj−1
d(uj−1, zj−1) + |m− n|←−λj
≤ ←−λj +
←−
λj−−→
λj−1
d(uj−1, zj−1) + (L+
C
ρ
)
←−
λjd(uj−1, vj) by (3)
≤
←−
λj−−→
λj−1
d(yj−1, zj−1) + Lj d(yj , yj−1) by (1) and (2)
Because there are only finitely many pieces of S and blocks N , we can
choose a constant L′ (may be maximum of all possible constants Lj) that is
large enough to satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. 
Lemma 5.6 (Crossing a JSJ plane).
d(yj , zj)
d(yj , xj)
= ξj ·
−→
λj←−
λj
Proof. Choose integers n and m such that the slice B˜j−1 × {n} of M˜j−1 =
M˜Bj−1 is glued into the slice B˜j × {m} of M˜j = M˜Bj . Choose a point y′ in
B˜j−1×{n}, and two points x′ and z′ in S˜∩T˜j such that [y′, z′] and [yj , zj ] are
parallel segments as well as [y, x] and [yj , xj ] are parallel segments. Thus,
d(y′, z′)
/
d(y′, x′) = d(yj , zj)
/
d(yj , xj)
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Thus, without of generality, we may assume that yj belongs to the slice
B˜j × {m}, and yj belongs to the slice B˜j−1 × {n}. We note that
|n|[←−T ′j :←−Tj] = |m|[−→T ′j : −→Tj]
Thus
|m|/|n| = [←−T ′j :←−Tj]/[−→T ′j : −→Tj] = ξj
Since d(yj , zj) = |m| −→λj and d(yj , xj) = |n|←−λj , we have
d(yj , zj)
d(yj , xj)
= ξj ·
−→
λj←−
λj

Proof of Proposition 5.3. We assume that the base point s0 belongs to a
curve in the collection Tg. For any h ∈ pi1(S, s0) such that d
(
s˜0, h(s˜0)
) ≤ n.
We will show that dS˜
(
s˜0, h(s˜0)
)
is bounded above by a double exponential
function in terms of n. Let L be the constant given by Remark 5.4. Let L′
be the constant given by Lemma 5.5. We consider the following cases:
Case 1: s˜0 and h(s˜0) belong to the same a piece B˜. By Remark 3.7 then
dS˜
(
s˜0, h(s˜0)
) ≤ eLn+L which is dominated by a double exponential function.
Case 2: s˜0 and h(s˜0) belong to distinct pieces of S˜. Let yj , xj , and zj be
points described as in the previous paragraphs.
Claim 1: There exists a linear function J not depending on β, n, and h
such that
dS˜
(
s˜0, h(s˜0)
) ≤ enJ( k∑
j=1
ed(yj ,xj)+d(yj ,zj)
)
The proof of this claim follows the same argument as in the proof of
Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 6.1 of [HN]. We use Remark 5.4 in the
place of Corollary 6.8 in the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [HN].
We note that if F (n) ∼ een , and E(n) ∼ en then enF (n) ∼ een and
enE(n) ∼ en. To complete the proof of the proposition, it suffices to find an
appropriate upper bound of the sum appearing in Claim 1 which is a double
exponential function in general, and exponential function when the spirality
of S is trivial.
Let  be the governor of g with respect to the chosen mapping torus (see
Definition 3.11).
Claim 2: There exists a function F not depending on β, n, and h such that
k∑
j=1
ed(yj ,xj)+d(yj ,zj) ≤ F (n)
and F (n) ∼ een
By Lemma 5.5, we have
(∗) d(yj , xj) ≤
←−
λj−−→
λj−1
d(yj−1, zj−1) + L′ d(yj , yj−1)
By Lemma 5.6, we have
(†) d(yj , zj) = ξj ·
−→
λj←−
λj
d(yj , xj)
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Following the same argument as in the proof of Claim 2 in the proof of
Theorem 6.1 in [HN] (we emphasize that the metric d here is nicer than the
metric described in [HN]), we get
d(yj , zj) ≤ L′n
j∑
i=1
i
which is bounded above by an exponential function E1 of n. This fact com-
bines with (†) implies that d(yj , xj) is also bounded above by an exponential
function E2 of n. Thus, we easily obtain
k∑
j=1
ed(yj ,xj)+d(yj ,zj) ≤ F (n)
for some function F such that F (n) ∼ een .
Claim 3: Suppose the spirality of S is trivial. There exists a function E
not depending on β, n, and h such that
k∑
j=1
ed(yj ,xj)+d(yj ,zj) ≤ E(n)
and E(n) ∼ en.
Indeed, let Λ be the constant given by Proposition 3.13. Using the same
argument as in the proof of Claim 3 of Theorem 6.1 in [HN], we get
d(yj , zj) ≤ ΛL′
k∑
i=1
|βi| ≤ ΛL′|β| ≤ ΛL′n
We use this fact and (†) to get
d(yj , xj) ≤
←−
λj−→
λj
1
ξj
d(yj , zj) ≤
←−
λj−→
λj
1
ξj
ΛL′n
Let Λ′ be the maximum of all possible numbers ΛL′ +
←−
λj−→
λj
1
ξj
ΛL′. It follows
that d(yj , zj) ≤ Λ′n and d(yj , xj) ≤ Λ′n, and thus
d(yj , zj) + d(yj , xj) ≤ 2Λ′n
It follows that
k∑
j=1
ed(yj ,xj)+d(yj ,zj) ≤
k∑
j=1
e2Λ
′n ≤ ke2Λ′n ≤ (n/ρ)e2Λ′n
which is equivalent to en. The claim is established.
If the spirality of S is non-trivial, Claim 1 combines with Claim 2 gives a
double exponential upper bound for dS˜
(
s˜0, h(s˜0)
)
. In the case of non-trivial
spirality, we combine Claim 1 and Claim 3 to get an exponential upper
bound. The proposition follows from Corollary 2.4. 
5.2. Lower bound of the distortion. In this subsection, we compute the
lower bound of the distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N).
Proposition 5.7. The distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N) is at least exponential.
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Proof. We recall that S contains a geometrically infinite piece. The funda-
mental group of the geometrically infinite piece is exponentially distorted
in the fundamental group of the corresponding hyperbolic block of N (see
Remark 3.7). The fundamental group of the geometrically infinite piece is
undistorted in pi1(S) (in fact, every finitely generated subgroup of pi1(S) is
undistorted), and the fundamental group of the hyperbolic block is undis-
torted in pi1(N). We combine these facts and Proposition 2.5 to get the
proof of this proposition. 
For the rest of this subsection, we will compute the lower bound (double
exponential) of the distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N) when the spirality of S is
non-trivial.
Proposition 5.8. The distortion pi1(S) in pi1(N) is at least double expo-
nential if the spirality of S is non-trivial.
The Goal: Let s˜0 be a lifted point of s0 in S˜. For convenience, we label
s˜0 by z1. Our goal in this section is to construct a sequence of elements
{zn} in S˜ such that d(z1, zn) ≤ n and dS˜(z1, zn) is bounded from below by
a double exponential function in terms of n.
The proof of Lemma 5.9 is similar to Lemma 5.2 in [HN] with minor
changes. We leave the details to the reader.
Lemma 5.9. Let γ be a geodesic loop in S such that γ and Tg have nonempty
intersection and such that w(γ) > 1. There exists a positive number A =
A(γ) such that for all µ > 0 the following holds: Let {c1, . . . , cm} be the
sequence of curves of Tg crossed by γ. The image of the circle g(ci) in M
lies in a JSJ torus Ti obtained by gluing to a boundary torus
←−
Ti of Mi−1 to
a boundary torus
−→
Ti of Mi. Let
←−
T ′i and
−→
T ′i be the boundary tori of MBi−1
and MBi where the circle ci is embedded into
←−
T ′i and
−→
T ′i respectively. For
each i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, let ξi =
[←−
T ′i :
←−
Ti
]/[−→
T ′i :
−→
Ti ]. Extend the sequence
ξ1, . . . , ξm to a periodic sequence {ξj}∞j=1 with ξj+m = ξj for all j > 0. Then
there exists a (nonperiodic) sequence of integers
{
tj
}∞
j=1
, depending on our
choice of the constant µ and the loop γ such that
0 ≤ tj/ξj − tj−1 ≤ A
and tj/ξj ∈ N.
Remark 5.10. (1) Since 0 ≤ tj/ξj − tj−1 for all j ≥ 2 , it follows that
tnm+1 ≥ t1w(γ)n for all n ≥ 1.
(2) Let  be the governor of g with respect to the chosen mapping torus
(see Definition 3.11). From the inequality tj/ξj − tj−1 ≤ A, there
exists a positive constant D depending only on A, , and t1 such
that tn ≤ eDn+D for all n ≥ 1.
For the rest of this section, we fix the curve γ satisfying the hypothesis
of Lemma 5.9. The collection Tg subdivides γ into a concatenation γ1 · · · γm
with the following properties. Each path γi belongs to a piece Bi of S,
starting on a circle ci ∈ Tg and ending on the circle ci+1. The image g(γi)
of this path in N lies in a block Mi. The image of the circle g(ci) in N
lies a JSJ torus Ti obtained by gluing to a boundary torus
←−
Ti of Mi−1 to a
boundary torus
−→
Ti of Mi. We extend the sequence γ1, · · · , γm to a periodic
sequence {γj}∞j=1 with γj+m = γj for all j ≥ 1. We also chose the basepoint
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x0 ∈ S to be the initial point of γ1. Let Q be the family of lines that are
lifts of loops of Tg.
Construction 5.11 (Constructing a sequence of points in S˜). We recall
that g˜ : S˜ → N˜ is an embedding. Let x˜0 = g˜(s˜0). For convenience, we
relabel x˜0 by z1. Following z1 by a parallel line to a lift of the degeneracy
slope sc1B1 in M˜1 = M˜B1 until it meets the slice B˜1 × {t1} of M˜1 = M˜B1
at the point denoted by y1. Let γ˜1 be the path lift of γ1 in N˜ based at
y1. Following the terminal point y
′
2 of γ˜1 by a parallel line to a lift of the
degeneracy slope ←−s2 = sc2B1 in M˜1 until it meets S˜ at a point denoted by
x2, and this line meets the slice B˜1×{t2/ξ2} in M˜1 at the point denoted by
y2. It follows that y2 lies in the slice B˜2 × {t2} of M˜2. Following y2 by a
parallel line to a lift of the degeneracy slope −→s2 = sc2B2 in M˜2 = M˜B2 until
it meets S˜ at the point denoted by z2.
Inductively, suppose that yj , xj , and zj have been defined. Let γ˜j be
the lift of γj in N˜ based at yj . Following the terminal point y
′
j+1 of γ˜j
by a parallel line to a lift of the degeneracy slope ←−−sj+1 = scj+1Bj in M˜j =
M˜Bj until it meets S˜ at a point denoted by xj+1, and it meets the slice
B˜j × {tj+1/ξj+1} in M˜j = M˜Bj at the point denoted by yj+1. Flowing
yj+1 by a parallel to a lift of the degeneracy slope
−−→sj+1 = scj+1Bj+1 in
M˜j+1 = M˜Bj+1 until it meets S˜ at the point denoted by zj+1.
In what the following, let {xj}, {yj}, and {zj} be the collections of points
given by Construction 5.11. We note that zj ∈ B˜j−1 ∩ B˜j . We denote ←−λi
the length of the image of ←−si in N , and −→λi the length of the image of −→si in
N with i = 1, . . . ,m. We extend the sequence
←−
λ1, . . . ,
←−
λm to the m–periodic
sequence {←−λj}∞j=1, and the sequence
−→
λ1, . . . ,
−→
λm to the m–periodic sequence
{−→λj}∞j=1.
Remark 5.12. From Construction 5.11, it is possible that xj = zj . The
point yj belongs to the slice B˜j−1×{ tjξj } of M˜j−1 and yj belongs to the slice
B˜j × {tj} of M˜j . Moreover, we note that
d(yj , xj) =
tj
ξj
←−
λj , d(yj , zj) = tj
−→
λj
and
d(yj , y
′
j) = (
tj
ξj
− tj−1)←−λj
Lemma 5.13. Suppose that M1 is a hyperbolic block of N . Then there exist
functions F (n) and E(n) such that F (n) ∼ een, E(n) ∼ een and F (n) ≤
dS˜
(
znm+1, znm+2
)
, E(n) ≤ dS˜
(
znm+1, xnm+2
)
.
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.17 to the mapping torus MB1 , there exist L ≥ 0,
C ≥ 0, and a natural number n0 depending on γ1 such that
eL tnm+1/C ≤ dS˜
(
znm+1, xnm+2
)
for any n ≥ n0. By Remark 5.10 we have
(
w(γ)
)n
t1 ≤ tnm+1. Thus,
eLt1w(γ)
n
/C ≤ eLtnm+1/C ≤ dS˜
(
znm+1, xnm+2
)
for any n ≥ n0. Hence there
exists a function F (n) such that F (n) ≤ dS˜
(
znm+1, xnm+2
)
and F (n) ∼ een .
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We use the triangle and Remark 5.12 to get that d
(
xj , zj
) ≤ d(xj , yj) +
d
(
zj , yj
) ≤ (−→λj + ←−λj/ξj)tj . Let λ be the maximum of all possible num-
bers
−→
λj +
←−
λj/ξj . It follows that d(xj , zj) ≤ λtj . Thus d
(
xnm+2, znm+2
) ≤
λ tnm+2 ≤ λ eD(nm+2)+D (we use Remark 5.10 for the later inequality). We
use the triangle inequality to get that dS˜(znm+1, xnm+2)−dS˜(xnm+2, znm+2) ≤
dS˜(znm+1, znm+2). Hence F (n) − λ eD(nm+2)+D ≤ dS˜(znm+1, znm+2). Let
E(n) = F (n)−λ eD(nm+2)+D. We have E(n) ∼ een and E(n) ≤ dS˜(znm+1, znm+2).
The lemma is confirmed.

We recall that Q is the family of lines in S˜ that are lifts of curves of Tg.
Lemma 5.14. Let `j be the line in Q containing zj. Let αj be a shortest path
in B˜j connecting `j to `j+1 of B˜j. Suppose that M1 is a hyperbolic block, then
there exists a function F ′(n) such that F ′(n) ∼ een and F ′(n) ≤ ∣∣αnm+1∣∣S˜
Proof. Since M1 is a hyperbolic block of N , it follows that Mnm+1 is also a
hyperbolic block of N . Applying Lemma 3.17 to the mapping torus MB1 , we
have lim sup
n→∞
ln dS˜
(
znm+1,αnm+1(0)
)
n = 0 and lim sup
n→∞
ln dS˜
(
xnm+2,αnm+1(1)
)
n = 0.
Thus there exists n1 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n1 then dS˜
(
znm+1, αnm+1(0)
) ≤
e
√
n and dS˜
(
xnm+2, αnm+1(1)
) ≤ e√n. For any n ≥ n1, by the triangle in-
equality we have
dS˜
(
znm+1, xnm+2
) ≤ dS˜(znm+1, αnm+1(0))+ dS˜(αnm+1(0), αnm+1(1))
+ dS˜
(
xnm+2, αnm+1(1)
)
≤ 2e
√
n + dS˜
(
αnm+1(0), αnm+1(1)
)
Thus dS˜
(
znm+1, xnm+2
)−2e√n ≤ dS˜(αnm+1(0), αnm+1(1)) = ∣∣αnm+1∣∣S˜ . Let
F be the function given by Lemma 5.13. We have F (n)− 2e
√
n ≤ ∣∣αnm+1∣∣S˜
for any n ≥ n1. Since F (n)− 2e
√
n ∼ een , it follows that there is a function
F ′(n) such that F ′(n) ∼ een and F ′(n) ≤ ∣∣αnm+1∣∣S˜ . 
Let [zj , zj+1] be a geodesic in S˜ connecting zj to zj+1, and [zj , xj+1]
a geodesic in S˜ connecting zj to xj+1. For each n ≥ 1, let τn be the
concatenation of the geodesics
[z1, z2], [z2, z3], . . . , [znm−1, znm], [znm, xnm+1]
By Lemma 5.13, it is easy to see that the length of τn in dS˜–metric is bounded
from below by a double exponential function. However, it is possible that
d(z1, xnm+1) is bounded from below by an exponential function. To deal
with this situation, we may need to “double” τn along the circle c1 to get a
path σn. To be more precise, let c˜1 be the path lift of c1 based at xnm+1.
Let
σn = τn · c˜1 · τ−1n
Our goal is to show dS˜
(
z1, σn(1)
)
is bounded from below by a double expo-
nential function (see Lemma 5.15), and d
(
z1, σn(1)
)
is bounded from above
by a linear function in terms of n (see Lemma 5.16).
Lemma 5.15. Suppose that M1 is a hyperbolic block of N . Then e
en is
dominated by the length of σn with respect to the dS˜–metric.
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Proof. We recall that Q is the family of lines in S˜ that are lifts of curves of
Tg. Let `j be the line in Q containing zj . Let αj be a shortest path in B˜j
connecting `j to `j+1 of B˜j . Let
[
z1, σn(1)
]
be a geodesic in S˜ connecting
z1 to σn(1). Since
[
z1, σn(1)
]
travels in the piece B˜(n−1)m+1, we have the
length of
[
z1, σn(1)
]
is larger than
∣∣αnm+1∣∣S˜ . Let F ′ be the function given
by Lemma 5.14. It follows that F ′(n − 1) ≤ ∣∣αnm+1∣∣S˜ ≤ ∣∣σn∣∣S˜ . Since
F ′(n) ∼ een , the lemma is established. 
Lemma 5.16. The distance in N˜ between the endpoints of σn is bounded
above by a linear function of n.
Proof. We recall that τn is the concatenation of geodesics
[z1, z2], [z2, z3], . . . , [znm−1, znm], [znm, xnm+1]
Note that in the Construction 5.11, we also produce points y1, . . . , ynm+1
in N˜ . Similarly, we also have points ynm+1, . . . , y1 associating to τ
−1
n . Our
purpose is to show the distance in (N˜ , d) between the endpoints of σn is
bounded above by a linear function of n. By the triangle inequality it suffices
to produce an upper bound for the distance between successive points of the
linear sequence
y1, y2, . . . , ynm+1, ynm+1, . . . , y1
Let A is the constant given by Lemma 5.9. Let A = max
{∣∣γj∣∣ + A←−λj +
|cj | + t1−→λ1
}
. By Remark 5.12 and Lemma 5.9 we have d(y′j , yj) =
(
tj/ξj −
tj−1
)←−
λj ≤ A←−λj . Using the triangle inequality, we have
d(yj , yj+1) ≤ d(yj , y′j+1) + d(y′j+1, yj+1) ≤
∣∣γj∣∣+ d(y′j+1, yj+1) ≤ A
for all j ≥ 0. Therefore d(y1, ymn+1) ≤ Amn. Similarly, we have d(y1, ymn+1) ≤
Amn. We note that two points ynm+1 and ynm+1 belong to the same plane
T˜nm+1 and d(ynm+1, ynm+1) ≤ |c1| ≤ A. Thus, d(y1, y1) ≤ 2Amn Since
d(z1, y1) = t1
−→
λ1 ≤ A, it follows that the distance in N˜ between the end-
points of σn is bounded from above by 2Amn+ 2A. 
Proof of Proposition 5.8. If there is a closed curve γ satisfying the hypoth-
esis of Lemma 5.9 and passing through a hyperbolic piece, then Propo-
sition 5.8 is confirmed by a combination of the previous lemmas in this
section. What remains to be shown is that the existence of the curve γ.
Since the spirality of S is non-trivial, we can choose a closed curve α in
S with nonempty intersection with Tg such that w(α) > 1. If the curve α
already passes through a hyperbolic piece, then we let γ = α. If not, we
need extending the curve α to a new closed curve γ so that w(γ) = w(α)
and γ has nonempty intersection with a curve in Tg which is a boundary
component of a hyperbolic piece of S. We describe below how we find such
a curve γ.
The collection Tg subdivides α into a concatenation α1 · · ·αn such that
each αi belongs to a piece Bi of S, starting on a circle ci ∈ Tg and ending on
the circle ci+1. We recall that Γ(Tg) is the graph dual to the collection Tg on
S. Let vi be the vertex in Γ(Tg) associated to the piece Bi. The closed curve
α determines the closed cycle e1 · · · en in Γ(Tg) where the initial vertex and
terminal vertex of the edge ei are vi and vi+1 respectively (with a convention
that vn+1 = v1).
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Since S contains a hyperbolic piece, let u be the vertex in Γ(Tg) associated
to this piece. It follows that u 6= vi for any i = 1, . . . , n. After relabelling,
we can assume that there is a path β in Γ(Tg) with no self intersection
connecting v1 to u such that the vertex vi with i = 2, . . . , n does not appear
on β. Since S is a clean almost fiber surface, so every piece of S is neither
an annulus or a disk. It follows that there exists a path γ′ connecting α1(0)
to α1(1) with non-empty intersection with Tg and the corresponding path
of γ′ in Γ(Tg) is the back-tracking path β · β−1. Let γ be the concatenation
of γ′ · α2 · · ·αn. We note that w(γ) = w(α) , thus w(γ) > 1. 
6. Distortion of surfaces in non-geometric 3–manifolds
In Section 4, we show that the distortion of a clean surface subgroup
in a non-geometric 3–manifold group can be determined by looking at the
distortion of the clean almost fiber part. We recall that the almost fiber part
contains only horizontal and geometrically infinite pieces. The distortion
of properly immersed pi1–injective horizontal surfaces in graph manifolds
is computed in [HN]. In the setting of mixed manifold, the distortion of a
clean almost fiber part is addressed in Section 5. In this section, we compute
the distortion of arbitrary clean surface in a non-geometric 3–manifold by
putting the previous results together.
Lemma 6.1. Let S be a clean almost fiber surface in a graph manifold N .
Let ∆ be the distortion of pi1(S) in pi1(N). If S contains only one horizontal
piece then ∆ is linear. If S contains at least two horizontal pieces, then ∆
is quadratic if the spirality of S is trivial, otherwise it is exponential.
Proof. The fundamental group of a Seifert fibered block in pi1(N) is undis-
torted. If S contains only one horizontal piece then ∆ is linear by Remark 3.7
and Proposition 2.5.
We now consider the case S has at least two horizontal pieces. We remark
that the main theorem in [HN] states for properly immersed pi1–injective,
horizontal surfaces. However, the proof of the main theorem in [HN] still
hold for clean almost fiber surfaces. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The proof is a combination of Lemma 6.1 and Re-
mark 3.12. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If Φ(S) is empty then the distortion of pi1(S) in
pi1(N) is linear by Corollary 4.3. We now assume that Φ(S) is non-empty.
By Theorem 4.1, it is suffice to compute the distortion of each component
of the almost fiber part Φ(S) in N .
Let N ′ be a submanifold of N such that the restriction g|S′ : S′ # N ′ is
a clean almost fiber surface. Note that pi1(N
′) is undistorted in pi1(N), thus
the distortion of pi1(S
′) in pi1(N) is equivalent to the distortion of pi1(S′) in
pi1(N
′). To compute the distortion of pi1(S′) in pi1(N ′), we note that the dis-
tortions of clean almost fiber surfaces in mixed manifolds, graph manifolds,
Seifert fibered spaces and hyperbolic spaces are addressed in Theorem 1.5,
Theorem 1.4 and Remark 3.7 respectively. The proof of the theorem follows
easily by combining these results together with Remark 3.12. 
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